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Abstract

Our aim is to investigate differences between European health care systems in the importance attached by patients to
different aspects of doctor–patient communication and the GPs’ performance of these aspects, both being from the patients’
perspective. 3658 patients of 190 GPs in six European countries (Netherlands, Spain, United Kingdom, Belgium, Germany,
Switzerland) completed pre- and post-visit questionnaires about relevance and performance of doctor–patient communica-
tion. Data were analyzed by variance analysis and by multilevel analysis. In the non-gatekeeping countries, patients
considered both biomedical and psychosocial communication aspects to be more important than the patients in the
gatekeeping countries. Similarly, in the patients’ perception, the non-gatekeeping GPs dealt with these aspects more often.
Patient characteristics (gender, age, education, psychosocial problems, bad health, depressive feelings, GPs’ assessment of
psychosocial background) showed many relationships. Of the GP characteristics, only the GPs’ psychosocial diagnosis was
associated with patient-reported psychosocial relevance and performance. Talking about biomedical issues was more
important for the patients than talking about psychosocial issues, unless the patients presented psychosocial problems to the
GP. Discrepancies between relevance and performance were apparent, especially with respect to biomedical aspects. The
implications for health policy and for general practitioners are discussed.  2000 Elsevier Science Ireland Ltd. All rights
reserved.

1. Introduction gain confidence. Communication can meet the pa-
tients’ need to ‘know and understand’ as well as to

Doctor–patient communication is of great impor- ‘be known and understood’ [1–3]. Studies on doc-
tance to primary health care. Communication is the tor–patient communication have shown that the
tool of information exchange, necessary to solve communication styles of general practitioners (GPs)
health problems, and to create the therapeutic rela- have an impact on outcome measures like patient
tionship, required to manage health problems and satisfaction and compliance [4–6]. The achievement

of effective communication may also be influenced
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perspective, provide the desired level of information interventions and less time to communication. They
and inform patients if their desires for particular may choose to optimize their workload whereas
treatments or tests are inappropriate or unnecessary salaried GPs may feel less time pressure and there-
[7]. So far, studies focusing on the patients’ expecta- fore have longer consultations.
tions of doctor–patient communication and how far The impact of health care system characteristics
these expectations are met were restricted to the on communication is unknown, nor do we know how
national level [8–10]. Despite differences in health cultural differences influence doctor–patient com-
care system characteristics, no attention has been munication. What the patients consider worth talking
paid to cross-national differences in the patients’ about with their doctors and the doctors’ perform-
views on the relevance of communication and the ance is likely to depend on society’s prevailing
performance of the doctor. These characteristics of norms and values [14–17].
the macro health care systems may influence content Studies of factors that might influence doctor–
and style of doctor–patient communication. If pa- patient communication at the microlevel have dem-
tients do not have direct access to medical care and onstrated that patient and GP characteristics are
patients are registered with one GP (in the Nether- possibly confounding factors for which there should
lands, United Kingdom and Spain) GPs are likely to be controls in measuring the impact of health care
know their patients better than in the countries where system characteristics. Female patients regard talking
the GPs do not act as gatekeepers (in Belgium, about psychosocial issues more important and they
Germany, Switzerland). In the latter countries communicate more with GPs (especially female)
specialist care is accessible without a referral by a about psychosocial issues, while male patients attach
GP and the patients are not registered with a specific more importance to biomedical issues and more
GP. A better knowledge of the patients, their health often discuss them [18]. Younger patients find it
problems and social contexts might lead to a better easier to talk with the doctor and they communicate
understanding and effective communication. Since in more than older patients about issues they consider
the GP context, less time must be spent on routine to be important. Similarly, patients with a higher
questions, which leaves more time for psychological educational level consider it more important than
investigations. Acquaintance with the patient may other patients to talk to the doctor and are able to
also facilitate picking up hidden clues and signs of talk more easily because they are more or less on the
mental distress. The employment status of GPs might same intellectual level and understand the profes-
influence the communication pattern and the time sional terms [19]. Higher expectations with regard to
spent with the patients (the Spanish GPs are pre- the discussion of specific problems is probably also
dominantly not self-employed, whereas the GPs in related both to the type of patient problems, i.e.
the other countries generally are). Studies have biomedical or psychosocial, and to the extent to
shown that in countries with self-employed doctors which patients and GPs are acquainted with each
and a referral system, GPs have a significantly other. Research into the impact of GPs’ characteris-
stronger position as the doctor of first contact and tics on doctor–patient communication revealed that
their self-perceived involvement in psychosocial care more attention was paid to psychosocial aspects of
is much higher [11,12]. Furthermore, a study on patients’ problems in consultations with female,
physician employment status and practice patterns younger and part-time GPs [20–22].
showed that salaried GPs spent a greater proportion The research questions which will be addressed in
of their patients’ visit time in history-taking and this study are:
eliciting family information, and a lesser proportion
on physical examination than self-employed physi- 1. Are European health care systems related to the
cians [13]. Self-employed GPs, especially where importance attached by patients to different as-
working on a fee-for-service basis as in the non- pects of doctor–patient communication, taking
gatekeeping systems and in the Netherlands (having into account patient and GP characteristics?
a mixed remuneration system), may aim at increasing 2. Are these differences reflected in the patients’
their income by spending more time to (paid) assessment of doctor–patient communication?
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2. Methods gium), existing GP research networks (United King-
dom, Germany), quality circles (Switzerland,

2.1. Data collection French-speaking Belgium), health centres (Spain). In
Germany there was also a call in specialist publi-

Data was derived from the Eurocommunication cations and the ‘snowball’ method was used. Lan-
study [23]. It was collected in 1996–1999. The study guage background was taken into account in Bel-
design was cross-sectional. Six European countries gium (Flemish and French language) and Switzer-
(the Netherlands, United Kingdom, Spain, Belgium, land (German and French language), in Germany the
Germany and Switzerland) were selected, based on a old divide (western and eastern Germany) was
variety of health care system characteristics (see accounted for. The aim was to include equal num-
Introduction) and the availability of participants. The bers of male and female GPs, but this was only
coordination, analyses and reporting were carried out adhered in Spain and the Netherlands. With the
by the NIVEL Institute. National coordinators from exception of Switzerland (where the patients were
universities and research institutes were responsible informed about the video recordings when they made
for implementing the study and collecting the data. an appointment with the GP by phone) patients
In total, 27–43 GPs per country were included, and a consulting the GP on the day(s) of data collection
total of 3674 patients (Table 1). were approached at random in the practice. Their

The sampling method differed per country due to informed consent was asked before their consulta-
the GPs’ willingness to participate or its practicality. tion. The overall response rate was 80.0% [24]. Both
The GPs were recruited by means of a random the GPs and the patients signed an informed consent
national sample (Netherlands, Flemish-speaking Bel- form. GPs numbering 190 and 2324 patients took

part (Tables 1 and 2).

Table 1 2.2. Measurement instruments
Number and % of GPs by GPs’ gender

? GPs / GPs Total Sociodemographic data and the practice charac-
N % N % N teristics of the GPs were collected by means of a

questionnaire. Information about the patients wasNetherlands 15 48.4 16 51.6 31
UK 23 85.2 4 14.8 27 recorded by the GP on a registration form; this
Spain 12 44.4 15 55.6 27 included such items as acquaintance with the patient
Belgium 23 74.2 8 25.8 31 and diagnoses that were coded following ICPC [24].
Germany 32 74.4 11 25.6 43

Before their consultation, the patients answeredSwitzerland 22 71.0 9 29.0 31
questions about demographic characteristics like age,

Total 127 63 190 gender, education, health problems presented (ICPC

Table 2
Number and % of patients (18 years and older) by patients’ and GPs’ gender

?GP /GP T

?-pat. /-pat. ?-pat. /-pat. ?-pat. /-pat.

N % N % N % N % N % N %

Netherlands 93 38.1 151 61.9 81 33.3 162 66.7 174 35.7 313 64.3
UK 185 49.9 186 50.1 12 17.1 58 82.9 197 44.7 244 55.3
Spain 80 35.4 146 64.6 70 26.0 199 74.0 150 30.3 345 69.7
Belgium 199 49.9 200 50.1 31 25.2 92 74.8 230 44.1 292 55.9
Germany 261 44.8 321 55.2 73 36.1 129 63.9 334 42.6 450 57.4
Switzerland 199 46.4 230 53.6 42 25.3 124 74.7 241 40.5 354 59.5

Total 1017 45.2 1234 54.8 309 28.8 764 71.2 1326 39.9 1998 60.1
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coded), emotional feelings during the past two weeks psychosocial scale of four items. An overview of the
[25] and questions about the relative importance of items (formulated as ‘‘I would like Dr. to talk about /
doctor–patient communication aspects. The patients explain . . . ’’) to which the patients should give an
rated how important they considered different as- importance score are given in Table 3. The formula-
pects of communication for their visit of that day tion of the items to which the patients gave a
(response categories: not important, fairly important, performance score (formulated as ‘‘Dr. talked/ex-
important, of utmost importance). After the consulta- plained . . . ’’) is given in Table 4. The biomedical
tion, the patients rated whether the GP performed scale comprised items discussing biomedical symp-
each aspect in their perception (response categories: toms and problems, and explaining test results and
not, really not, really yes, yes). the course and seriousness of biomedical problems;

The scales on relevance and performance were the psychosocial scale, items about support with
based on the combining of two different measure- psychosocial problems and explanation of these
ment instruments. Firstly, van Campen and Sixma problems. Two items were not included on the basis
[26–28] developed a conceptual framework (the of this analysis (Dr. confirmed a previous diagnosis,
Quote scale) for measuring patient satisfaction by and Dr gave advice on a drug I am taking). The
means of importance and performance scores from reliability of the scales was satisfactory. Cronbach’s
the patients’ perspective. They concluded that the alpha of the biomedical pre- and post-visit scale was
concept of asking about expectations is ambiguous 0.84 and 0.69 respectively, of the psychosocial scale
and therefore they used relevance scores of different 0.83 and 0.80 respectively. Based on the results of
care aspects. The assessment of the expectation- factor and reliability analyses the distinction between
relative perceptions of patients is especially relevant biomedical and psychosocial items was made. Tak-
in the context of international comparison, where ing into account that biomedical problems may have
differences between countries regarding the impor- a psychosocial component, the GPs’ assessment of
tance attached to different aspects of communication the psychosocial background of the patients’ prob-
might be expected based on cultural differences. It lems was included in the multivariate analysis.
was necessary to adapt this conceptual model, be-
cause it was developed for a study among groups of
patients suffering from chronic illnesses and aimed at 2.3. Data analysis
a general perception of health care received during a
long period. The present study was among average Three-level analysis [30,31] was used to investi-
patients and targeted at a specific perspective, i.e. of gate which characteristics at the levels of the coun-
communication aspects, during one consultation. try, GP and patient explained differences in the

Secondly, the communication aspects content was relevance of communication aspects and the per-
derived from the ‘Patient Requests Form’ (PRF) formance perceived by the patients. This analysis
[29]. The PRF quantifies the intentions of patients accounts for the possible clustering of patients within
attending their general practitioner. Principal com- GP practices, GPs within countries and health care
ponent analysis of the 42-item PRF revealed that system characteristics within groups of countries.
responses from each sample yielded identical com- Patients of one GP might be, on the average, more
ponents that described three distinct types of re- alike than those of different GPs, and therefore
quests: (1) for explanation and reassurance; (2) for cannot be considered as completely independent
emotional support; (3) for investigation and treat- measurements [32]. In this way, the variance at the
ment. We used only those items (12 of 42) of PRF country, GP and patient level is taken into account.
that had a loading of $ 0.60 in principal component The independent variables on the country level were
analyses. Instead of patients’ intentions we measured the GPs’ gatekeeping role and employment status; at
the importance patients attached to the items. the GP level, the psychosocial diagnosis; at the

Factor analysis of both the pre- and post-visit lists patient level: gender, age, education, psychosocial
of questions on relevance and performance revealed problems presented, bad health, depression and
two sub-scales: a biomedical scale of six items and a familiarity of the GP with the patient. Only patients,
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Table 3
Relevance: percentage of patients considering communication aspects (utmost) important, and performance: percentage of patients
answering GP (really) performed communication aspects; by country

Items 1 2 3 4 5 6 F
Neth. UK Spain Belgium Germ. Switz.

Biomedical aspects

‘‘I would like Dr. to tell me what my symptoms mean’’
b,c,d,f

b,c,d,f a,e a,e a,e a,e gRelevance 75.7 57.7 61.6 63.7 73.1 61.4 11.58
b,c,f a a a gPerformance 81.4 69.0 73.1 77.2 74.4 70.8 4.59

‘‘I want Dr. to talk with me about my problem’’
b,c a,e a,e e b,c,d,f e gRelevance 70.0 57.2 58.0 64.2 75.8 65.4 12.24
c,e c,e a,b,d,f c a,b c gPerformance 89.5 88.3 74.3 84.9 80.0 83.4 10.04

‘‘I want Dr. to explain the likely course of my problem’’
e d,e,f d,e b,c a,b,c b gRelevance 53.0 45.6 51.1 60.7 62.5 56.3 7.37
b,c,d,e,f a,d,e a a,b a,b a gPerformance 38.7 65.1 60.5 54.0 53.2 56.3 13.38

‘‘I want Dr. to explain how serious my problem is’’
a,b,d,e

b,c,f a,c,d,e,f a,b,d,e b,c,f a,b,c,d,e,f gRelevance 57.4 34.3 47.5 60.0 57.3 44.6 16.51
c,d b b,e,f d d gPerformance 48.6 42.2 53.0 56.1 45.8 45.8 4.99

‘‘I want to be examined for the cause of my condition’’
b a,c,d,e,f b,f b,f b,f b,c,d,e gRelevance 52.4 31.8 57.2 59.3 60.7 44.8 20.44
c,d,e,f c,d a,b a,b a a gPerformance 54.2 55.7 68.4 68.7 63.5 63.6 6.91

‘‘I would like Dr. to explain some test results’’
c,e a,b,c,d,e,f b,e b,e a,b,c,d,f b,e gRelevance 61.4 22.3 64.9 56.5 73.9 58.9 52.72
b,c,d,f a,c,d,e,f d b,c,e,f a,b,d,f a,b,c,d,e gPerformance 41.8 20.3 73.6 45.0 65.8 57.0 61.94

Psychosocial aspects

‘‘I feel anxious and would like Dr’s help’’
Relevance 35.6 40.5 33.5 42.0 38.4 37.1 1.96

c d a,d,e,f b,c,e c,d c gPerformance 58.8 52.9 43.6 67.5 54.3 59.7 12.44

‘‘I have emotional problems for which I would like some help’’
dRelevance 16.7 14.7 20.8 18.2 18.7 18.2 1.09
d,e,f f f a a a,b,c gPerformance 22.7 24.2 28.2 32.0 31.2 37.6 6.75

‘‘I’m having difficult time and would like some support’’
Relevance 19.3 17.1 19.7 19.6 20.7 20.3 0.39

d,e,f 6 1 1 1,3 gPerformance 25.8 35.9 29.9 36.8 37.1 41.6 7.01

‘‘I want Dr. to explain my emotional problems’’
e e,f a,b b gRelevance 16.8 11.3 19.1 19.3 24.4 20.4 5.32
d,e,f e,f a a,b a,b gPerformance 16.3 16.5 24.3 25.6 27.2 30.2 7.80

a Score differs significantly from score of country 1 (Netherlands).
b Score differs significantly from score of country 2 (UK).
c Score differs significantly from score of country 3 (Spain).
d Score differs significantly from score of country 4 (Belgium).
e Score differs significantly from score of country 5 (Germany).
f Score differs significantly from score of country 6 (Switzerland).
g p # 0.001.

18 years and above, were selected for the present using univariate tests, i.e. Chi-square and variance
study. analysis. Post-hoc analysis was executed, testing

Differences between the countries were analyzed differences between the six countries. Pairwise dif-
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Table 4
Discrepancies between relevance and performance: percentage of patients considering communication aspects (not) important and (not)
performed by the GP, by country

Items 1 2 3 4 5 6
Neth. UK Spain Belgium Germ. Switz. F

Biomedical aspects
‘‘Dr. told me what my symptoms mean’’

f c hImportant /not performed 10.4 11.3 6.2 7.2 10.6 11.7 2.88
c,e b,f b,f c,e iCorrespondence 73.6 67.8 78.7 71.8 77.2 67.1 5.66
d e b,d,f e iNot important /performed 16.1 20.9 15.1 21.0 12.2 21.2 5.60

‘‘Dr. talked with me about my problem’’
e e a,b hImportant /not performed 3.8 2.4 4.9 6.5 7.9 4.4 3.74

c,e b,d c,e b,d,f e iCorrespondence 73.1 65.7 76.2 66.4 80.3 72.8 8.08
b,e a,c,e,f b,d,f c,e a,c,e,f b,e iNot important /performed 23.2 32.0 18.9 27.1 11.8 22.9 14.29

‘‘Dr. explained the likely course of my problem
b,c,e a,b,e a,d,e,f b,c b,c a,c iImportant /not performed 24.9 11.5 8.6 21.1 20.6 17.7 11.22
c c a,b,d,f c c iCorrespondence 64.3 58.5 75.7 64.7 67.5 65.0 5.49
b,f a,c,d,e,f b b b a,b iNot important /performed 10.8 30.0 15.7 14.2 12.0 17.4 12.11

‘‘Dr. explained how serious my problem is’’
c e a,d,e,f c b,c,f c,e iImportant /not performed 22.2 15.4 8.8 18.7 24.6 16.1 10.58
c c a,b,d,e,f c c c iCorrespondence 63.8 63.3 77.7 66.8 62.3 66.6 6.53

e b gNot important /performed 14.0 21.4 13.6 14.5 13.2 17.3 2.71

‘‘Dr. examined me for the cause of my condition’’
b,c,f a,e a,e b,c,f a,e iImportant /not performed 15.3 6.7 7.4 11.2 13.3 6.7 6.92
c c a,b,d,f c c hCorrespondence 66.8 62.6 76.5 67.3 70.1 67.7 3.86
c,f a,c,d,e 2,6 2 2,6 1,3,5 iNot important /performed 17.9 30.7 16.1 21.6 16.6 25.6 8.05

‘‘Dr. explained some test results’’
b,c,e,f a,d a,d,e,f b,c,f a,c a,c,d, iImportant /not performed 27.9 9.9 8.0 22.6 17.4 16.0 16.80
b,c,e a,d,f b,c a b iCorrespondence 63.1 81.8 77.9 66.5 73.6 70.0 9.42

hNot important /performed 9.0 8.3 14.1 10.9 9.0 14.0 3.23

Psychosocial aspects

‘‘Dr. gave me some help for my anxiousness’’
gImportant /not performed 7.4 10.0 5.8 5.0 7.3 5.3 2.25

c a,d,e,f c c c iCorrespondence 62.3 70.3 79.3 64.5 69.0 66.9 7.47
b,c a,d a,d,e,f b,c c c iNot important /performed 30.3 19.7 14.8 30.5 23.6 27.8 9.43

‘‘Dr. gave me some help for my emotional problems’’
Important /not performed 3.4 3.4 5.0 5.7 5.7 3.0 1.78

d,e,f d,e,f a,d,e,f a,b,c a,b,c a,b,c iCorrespondence 86.2 84.9 83.0 74.7 75.9 75.3 7.64
d,e,f f d,f a,c a a,b,c iNot important /performed 10.4 11.7 12.0 19.6 18.4 21.7 7.94

‘‘Dr. gave some support for the difficult time I have’’
d b gImportant /not performed 3.4 1.9 4.3 6.3 4.6 2.9 2.48

d,e,f a,b,c a,c a,c a,c iCorrespondence 86.5 78.8 82.7 70.5 73.8 73.4 10.56
b,d,e,f a d,e,f a,e a,c a,c iNot important /performed 10.1 19.3 13.0 23.2 22.2 23.7 10.39

‘‘Dr. explained my emotional problems’’
gImportant /not performed 7.3 3.8 4.6 9.0 7.7 5.6 2.69

d,e,f d,f d a,b,c b iCorrespondence 85.6 87.8 86.2 76.4 81.0 79.2 5.84
d,f f f a a,b,c iNot important /performed 7.1 8.4 9.2 14.6 11.3 15.2 5.16

a Score differs significantly from score of country 1 (Netherlands).
b Score differs significantly from score of country 2 (UK).
c Score differs significantly from score of country 3 (Spain).
d Score differs significantly from score of country 4 (Belgium).
e Score differs significantly from score of country 5 (Germany).
f Score differs significantly from score of country 6 (Switzerland).
g p # 0.05.
h p # 0.01.
i p # 0.001.
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ferences between the countries were assessed in a patients in the gatekeeping countries. Likewise,
multiple range test using Tukey–HSD procedure, on according to the patients’ perception the non-
a significance level of # 0.05. gatekeeping GPs performed these aspects more

often. The self-employed GPs talked more often
about biomedical issues, as perceived by the patients.

3. Results Males and younger patients reported that talking
about and receiving explanations on biomedical

3.1. Explanation of differences between countries issues was more important than the other patients
did. The same was reported by those patients who

Table 5 shows the results of the multilevel regres- had reported bad health and had been bothered by
sion analysis used to investigate which characteris- emotional feelings (like anxiety, depression, ir-
tics attributed to explaining differences in the pa- ritability, or sadness) during two weeks before the
tient-reported relevance and performance, both bio- consultation. Furthermore, GPs discussed biomedical
medical and psychosocial, between six European issues more often with the patients who were less
countries. On the country level, the GPs’ gatekeeping familiar to them. If the GP assessed the patient’s
role explained some variance. The patient charac- problem as having a psychosocial background, the
teristics explained some variance as well, no vari- patient still considered the biomedical aspects worth
ance was explained by the GP characteristics. discussing. In the perception of the patients, the

The gatekeeping system (with fixed patient lists doctor talked about and explained biomedical issues
and a capitation system) was related to the patient- more often with young and male patients and with a
reported relevance and performance of communica- lower educational level, as well as with patients
tion aspects, GPs’ employment status was not re- reporting bad health and those going to the GP with
lated. In the non-gatekeeping countries, the patients biomedical problems.
considered both biomedical and psychosocial com- According to the patient’s report, GPs working in
munication aspects to be more important than the the health care systems with a direct access to

Table 5
Multilevel analysis (regression coefficients) of relevance and performance, controlled for characteristics of patients and GPs and for
countries (means are calculated in hierarchical linear models)

Biomedical Perf. Psychosocial Perf.
Relev. Relev.

Country level
a a a aGatekeeper role (15yes) 20.429 20.184 20.148 20.286

aEmployed (15yes) 0.183 20.166 20.004 20.223

GP level
Gender (15/) 0.013 20.005 20.025 0.054
Age 20.002 20.003 0.001 0.000

a aPsychosocial diagnosis (15yes) 20.062 0.028 0.175 0.284

Patient level
a aGender (15/) 20.151 20.121 0.063 0.058
a a aAge 20.005 20.002 20.003 0.000

a a aEducation (15low, 25middle, 35high) 20.025 20.054 20.122 20.121
a a aPsychosocial problems presented (15yes) 20.110 20.222 0.701 0.558

a a a aBad health (15yes) 0.216 0.150 0.305 0.247
a a aDepressive feelings (15yes) 0.115 0.052 0.353 0.388
aFamiliarity (15bad, 55good) 20.043 0.003 0.007 0.011

GP’s assessment of psychosocial background
a a a(15purely somatic, 55purely psychosocial) 0.043 20.001 0.064 0.116

a p # 0.05.
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specialist care (non-gatekeeping) talked about psy- to be more important and indicated that their GP had
chosocial problems more often than other GPs. Their attended to these aspects more often, when compared
patients also reported that this was important to with patients from the other three countries. In the
them. At the patient and GP level, factors playing an Netherlands, the importance of communicative as-
important role in psychosocial communication were pects for the patients was somewhat less, and the
psychosocial problems (indicated by both the patient GPs talked less about both biomedical and psycho-
and the GP) and depressive feelings (experienced social issues, but more than in Spain and the United
during the past two weeks). The younger patients and Kingdom.
those with a lower educational background or bad Patients in all six countries had the same ideas
health considered discussing psychosocial problems about the importance of discussing and receiving
and getting support more important. explanations about psychosocial problems. This was

less important for them than discussing biomedical
3.2. Overall scores on relevance and performance problems. However, patients presenting psychosocial

problems attached much more importance to psycho-
Table 6 shows to what extent the participating social communication than the other patients and

countries differed — in the view of the patients — they also reported more often that the doctor did in
with respect to relevance and performance of aspects fact talk about psychosocial aspects (not in a table).
of doctor–patient communication. In this table aver- Differences within the countries regarding lan-
age scale scores were used. On the whole, the three guage or political background were found in Bel-
non-gatekeeping countries — Belgium, Germany and gium and Germany (not in a table). The Flemish
Switzerland — had the highest scores, meaning that patients attached more importance to discussing
those patients considered the communicative aspects biomedical issues than the Walloon patients. In East

Table 6
Biomedical and psychosocial relevance and performance (mean scale scores and stand. dev.), by country

Biomedical Performance Psychosocial Performance
relevance relevance

b,e d,f1 Netherlands 2.58 2.73 1.59 1.88
(0.86) (0.82) (0.81) (0.93)

a,b,c,d,e,f d,e,f f2 United Kingdom 2.07 2.64 1.57 1.95
(0.73) (0.80) (0.74) (1.02)

b,d,e d,e,f d,e,f3 Spain 2.50 2.68 1.62 1.77
(0.90) (0.85) (0.90) (1.00)

b,c,f b,c a,c4 Belgium 2.71 2.88 1.71 2.16
(0.92) (0.84) (0.88) (1.04)

a,b,c,f b,c c5 Germany 2.75 2.86 1.68 2.06
(0.88) (0.89) (0.84) (1.06)

b,d,e b,c a,b,c6 Switzerland 2.50 2.86 1.67 2.22
(0.94) (0.85) (0.86) (1.13)

g g gF 28.00 6.11 1.89 12.84
a Score differs significantly from score of country 1 (Netherlands).
b Score differs significantly from score of country 2 (United Kingdom).
c Score differs significantly from score of country 3 (Spain).
d Score differs significantly from score of country 4 (Belgium).
e Score differs significantly from score of country 5 (Germany).
f Score differs significantly from score of country 6 (Switzerland).
g p # 0.05.
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Germany the GPs talked more with their patients the patients assessed getting help for their illness-
about biomedical problems than in the western part. related anxiety as the most important of the four
The French-speaking Swiss patients attached more psychosocial communication aspects. The Belgian
importance to psychosocial aspects and they also doctors gave more often this support, according to
said that the GPs discussed these items more often their patients, than the other GPs. Only about one-
than the patients from German-speaking Switzerland. fifth of the patients said that support for psychosocial

problems or explanation of these problems was
important. For the patients from the Netherlands and

3.3. Specific scores on relevance and performance the United Kingdom explanation of emotional prob-
lems by their GPs was less important than for the

To get a better view of the aspects which patients German and Swiss patients. Finally, among the
really considered as important and what they said the patients who presented psychosocial problems, rele-
GP actually did, the relevance and performance vance and performance scores of the four psycho-
figures of each of the 12 aspects are shown separ- social issues were much higher (about 75% or more,
ately (Table 3). On average, the patients in all of the not in a table).
countries attached importance to hearing from the
doctor what their symptoms meant and to talking
with the doctor about their problems. They also said 3.4. Concordance and discrepancies
that these aspects were often discussed by the GP.
The German and Dutch patients generally considered Although perceived performance and attributed
talking about problems and symptoms more im- relevance often went together, discrepancies were
portant than the English and Spanish patients. Con- also visible (Table 4). Communication aspects were
trary to the low relevance scores, the latter GPs not always discussed with those patients who had
talked with nearly all their patients about their said before their consultation that this was important
problems. for their visit. On the other hand, some aspects were

Patients considered an explanation by the doctor also dealt with, although the patients reported that
of the likely course of their problem and the serious- they had not considered these as important
ness of this problem relatively less important. For the beforehand. Discussing and explaining biomedical
Belgian, German and Swiss patients this was gener- aspects revealed discrepancies in both directions, for
ally more important than for the patients of the example in Switzerland with respect to explaining
gatekeeping countries. The Dutch patients reported the patient’s symptoms. On the whole, in the United
that the GPs less often explained the course of the Kingdom and Switzerland-compared to the other
health problem in comparison with the other coun- countries — the patients more often said that the GPs
tries, especially the United Kingdom. talked about biomedical aspects although these as-

Contrary to the Belgian and German patients, a pects were not important to the patients. The other
physical examination was less important for the discrepancy (important but not done) as regards
English patients. More than half of the patients said explanation and physical examination was relatively
they had a physical examination, in the Netherlands often found in the Netherlands and Germany. The
and the United Kingdom relatively fewer patients English and Swiss patients were also more often
reported an examination by their doctor. The expla- examined physically when this was not important for
nation of test results was important for a minority of them.
the English patients, whereas three-quarters of the Psychosocial aspects showed fewer discrepancies
Germans considered discussing test results as im- in each of the countries than biomedical aspects,
portant. In Spain test results were explained more particularly as regards important but neglected as-
often than in the other countries. pects. In the non-gatekeeping countries the GPs more

The patients considered talking about the different often gave psychosocial help than in the countries
psychosocial aspects far less important than talking where the GPs are gatekeepers where this was not
about biomedical aspects. In each of the countries, important in the view of the patients.
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4. Conclusions and discussion be investigated in the future, for example by includ-
ing the former East-European countries. Further

The first aim of the present study was to learn research into cultural differences will be a difficult
more about the influence of health care system but essential challenge for the future.
characteristics on the relevance patients attached to The current study confirms previous findings that
aspects of doctor–patient communication and their patient characteristics are related to the relevance and
performance by the GPs, from the patients’ perspec- performance patients attach to communication as-
tive. Secondly, differences in communication aspects pects. Contrary to other research on doctor–patient
between different European countries were investi- communication, GP characteristics do not seem to
gated. affect the relevance and performance of these as-

The principal conclusion in our findings suggests pects, with one exception. The GPs and the patients
the GPs’ gatekeeping role is an important factor in talked more about psychosocial issues, when the GP
doctor–patient communication. Probably, the pa- diagnosed the patient’s problem as psychosocial or
tients of the non-gatekeeping GPs expect more suspected a psychosocial relation in the problem
overall care than the other patients. Otherwise, they presented. This may be a signal that GPs actually
could have visited a medical specialist instead of the discuss psychosocial problems where this is im-
GP. On the other hand, patients of gatekeeping GPs portant for the patients.
may consider their visit to the GP as necessary for a Comparison of the European countries shows that
referral to a medical specialist. The results of the in the countries where the GPs have no gatekeeping
present study indicate that this macro level charac- role, the patients generally value doctor–patient
teristic should be taken into account when interpret- communication, both biomedical and psychosocial,
ing results of studies in specific countries based on as more important than the patients in the other
communication studies. countries. Similarly, the patients of the non-

It must also be emphasized that health care gatekeeping GPs more often said that the doctor
systems and cultural characteristics are undeniably discussed these issues. This difference was greater in
related and that cultural characteristics like prevail- the case of psychosocial than biomedical aspects.
ing norms and values may be important as well. This This finding is contrary to results from other studies
may be expressed in systems and policies which that in countries with a referral system, the GPs were
health services develop in order to be sensitive to the more involved in psychosocial care [12]. The expla-
diverse needs of different cultural groups or popula- nation was that in the countries where the patients
tions. People with different cultural backgrounds are registered with one GP and always visit the same
may have their own ideas and beliefs about health doctor, the GPs and the patients know each other
care, both on the patient’s and the doctor’s side. This better and had more confidence in each other, which
might effect the doctor–patient communication, for should lead to more psychosocial care.
example in defining health problems and explaining However, the present study suggests that in the
causes and treatment [33]. In the present study, countries with a gatekeeping system and with fixed
cultural differences — at the country level — are lists of patients, discussion of psychosocial problems
visible in the importance attached to different com- was less important for the patients and their GPs and
munication aspects and in the discussion of these less often took place. A possible reason may be the
aspects. Differences in the patients’ language back- different way of measuring the GPs’ performance:
ground found in Belgium and Switzerland may instead of the GPs’ perception used in Boerma’s
indicate cultural influences. Similarly, according to study [12], in the present study the patients’ assess-
the patients, the German GPs from the eastern part ment was used. Another reason might be that the
more often discussed and gave support to their patients with psychosocial problems want a referral
patients than the West-German GPs. To what extent to a mental health care professional instead of
differences in interaction are influenced by (former) discussing their problems with the GP. If so, a
different institutional contexts and a transition from conflict around referral might arise and this might
one system to the other, as in Germany [34], should endanger the doctor–patient relationship. On the side
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of the non-gatekeeping systems, GPs may try to why the patients’ biomedical ‘preferences’ were not
restrain their patients from choosing another GP or a met, in Germany and the Netherlands in particular,
medical specialist, and for this reason the GPs should should be traced. This might result in a continuation
pay more attention to discussing psychosocial prob- or even deterioration of the patients’ health prob-
lems with their patients. lems. A study of videotaped consultations may

The type of reimbursement system might lead to reveal to what extent the relevance and performance
other emphases in the GPs’ practice style, motivated from the patients’ perspective agree with actual
by the fact that talking is not paid for in addition to communication during medical visits. Future inter-
other interventions in Germany, Switzerland and action analysis comparing the consultations of pa-
Belgium with a fee-for-service system. However, the tients reporting expectations met with patients report-
GPs talk more instead of less with their patients. ing few expectations met will provide more detailed
Accordingly, interventions like examinations were information which will be relevant for GP communi-
not performed more in the countries with a fee-for- cation skills training. This more objective way of
service system. Probably, differences in gatekeeping measuring doctor–patient communication will be
role have more impact than differences in payment presented in the near future.
system. The present study has some limitations. Firstly,

The influence of employment system, as found in only the patients’ perspective was used, which may
another study [13], on the performance of physical bias the results. Consequently, in a forthcoming
examinations was not confirmed in this study. In the paper a comparison will be made with data from the
present study, the Spanish patients were more often observation study as part of the Eurocommunication
examined than other patients. However, one should Study. In the observation study the actual doctor–
be careful when interpreting this, because the type of patient communication was assessed by means of
health problem presented is naturally related to GPs videotaped GP consultations. The actual performance
practice, both with respect to the physical examina- of the doctor will be compared with the patients’
tions and other aspects investigated in this study. reporting of the GPs’ performance.
Moreover, all GPs in the present study came from Further, generalization of the results may be
Malaga city and its suburbs, not from other Spanish restricted, because of the sampling methods used in
regions, and not from GPs working in private the different countries. Although the aim was to
practice. include an equal number of female and male GPs in

Agreement between relevance and performance each of the six countries, only in the Netherlands and
was generally high, although better as regards psy- Spain was this aim achieved. This might bias the
chosocial than biomedical communication aspects. results, because many studies reveal that gender
The non-gatekeeping GPs talked to their patients influences the communication style. However, in the
more often about psychosocial issues than, in terms present study GP’s gender was not associated with
of importance attached, seemed necessary. Again, relevance and performance. More detailed analysis
this might be a consequence of their health system and comparing these results with actual conversation
that demands satisfaction of the patients. One could by means of the observation study might show the
argue that health policy aims at a balance of supply reasons of this finding.
and demand, also with respect to doctor–patient Furthermore, the selection of GPs participating in
communication, in view of an efficient health care. quality circles or research groups may have resulted
However, this ‘communicative care’ should not be in a study population of GPs with a more positive
defined by the needs of the patients only. If modern attitude towards communication than other GPs. So,
health care depends on patient understanding and the results probably show an advantageous picture of
cooperation, then professionals and policy makers the reality. However, this is a comparative study and
may want to ensure that patients have information the bias may be about equal in the participating
about and are able to cope emotionally with their countries. A solution to this selectional bias appears
problems. unavailable because of the unwillingness of uninter-

In view of the quality of health care, the reasons ested GPs to participate in a communication study.
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